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1.0 Overview

1.1 Introduction

ACIS is a CCD X-ray imaging experiment being designed for the AXAF satellite, planned 
for a 1998 launch into an outer-Earth orbit. It will monitor the X-ray sky, observing 
sources in the 0.2 -10 Kev range, and telemetering the data to the Earth.

The Digital Processor Assembly (DPA) is a computer based on-board data-system, part of 
the ACIS experiment, which will receive digitized CCD data, process and reduce the data 
in conformance with a commanded mode, and downlink the data via the spacecraft telem
etry. The DPA is customized to meet the unique requirements of the CCD data acquisition 
and reduction tasks.

This document describes the overall design of the DPA and its interface to the Flight Soft
ware, the ACIS analog electronics, the CCDs via the detector electronics assembly (DEA), 
and the satellite subsystems.

1.2 References
MIT 36-02212 
MIT 36-02205 
MIT-CSR 36-01103 
MIT-CSR 36-53204 
MIT-CSR 36-01101-06 
ACIS-DD-012 
TRW IF1-20 
TRW - D17387 
080-000001-001 
NASA Ref. Pub. 1319 
Intel

“BEP/FEP Interface Control Document.”, Rev. A
“DPA/DEA Interface Control Document.”, Rev. A
“ACIS Science Instrument Software Requirements Specification”; Rev. D
“ACIS Flight Software Detailed Design Specification, Interfaces”, :Rev. 01
“CEI Specification for AXAF ACIS”, P. Gray, G. Garmire, 3/22/94
‘Technical Proposal to NASA for the AXAF CCD Imaging Spectrometer”, 9/88
“AXAF Observatory to Science Instrument ICD”, Preliminary, 9/24/93
“AXAF-I Users’ Guide to Remote Command and Telemetry Unit”, 2/9/95
“MONGOOSE” Specification, Jackson & Tull, Rev. A, 11/8/93
“MONGOOSE ASIC Microcontroller Prog. Guide”, B. Smith, 9/93
“8251 Programmable Communication Interface” Specification
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1.3 List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACIS AXAF CCD Imaging Spectrometer
ADC Analog to Digital Converter
AXAF Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility
BEP Backend Processor
BOF Beginning of Frame
CCD Charged Coupled Device
CTU Command Telemetry Unit
DEA Detector Electronics Assembly
DMA Direct Memory Access
DPA Digital Processor Assembly
DTC Downlink Transfer Controller
ECC Error Correction Code
FEP Frontend Processor
FIFO First-In First-Out (Memory)
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FS Flight Software
HS Horizontal Synch
HW Hardware
ICD Interface Control Document
I/F Interface
IU Interface Unit
LSB Least Significant Bit
MSB Most Significant Bit
NO-OP No operation
PSMC Power Supply & Mechanism Controller
RCTU Remote Command and Telemetry Unit
RAM Random Access Memory (read-write memory)
ROM Read Only Memory
SEU Single Event Upset
S/C Spacecraft
SW Software
TBD To be determined
TBR To be reviewed
TBS To be specified
UTC Universal Time (Coordinated)
VS Vertical Synch

List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 4 7/31/96
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1.4 DPA Description and Goals

The DPA is a computing system which receives digitized CCD data, processes the data 
and downlinks the data to Earth via the AXAF spacecraft RCTU. It is composed of two 
varieties of processor boards (see Figure 1, “DPA: Overall Block Diagram,” on page 6):

1. a backend processor (BEP) which oversees supervisory tasks including uplink, down 
link and CCD control.

2. a frontend processor (FEP) which processes CCD data on a pixel by pixel basis, detects 
X-ray events and passes the event data to the backend processor.

Operationally, the DPA will normally have one BEP and up to six FEPs active at any one 
time.

The DPA must be capable of receiving data at approximately 28Mbits/sec from the DEA, 
corresponding to an exposure rate of 2.67 seconds for six simultaneously active CCDs, 
and reducing the data to conform with the allocated telemetry bandwidth (24 Kbps). The 
DPA must be capable of timestamping each data capture to a precision of approximately 
20 (is relative to the S/C clock. It must clock out the telemetry data in accordance with the 
RCTU specification. The DPA must receive commands from both the ground and the S/C 
stored command system via the S/C RCTU.

The DPA must be operable following any one single-point failure. It must be modular 
enough to degrade gracefully if a section of the hardware should fail. Operation following 
double point failures is not guaranteed.

The DPA must be “rugged”; the design goal is to expect and support occasional crashes 
and hence reboots, due to the expected radiation environment. The hardware must support 
a graceful crash/reboot mechanism.

Due to the highly eccentric orbit, the expected radiation total dose on the electronics dic
tates the use of radiation tolerant parts. In most cases, immunity to a total dose rating of > 
50 KRads will be the goal. (Additional shielding will be added as necessary to assure that 
the DPA will tolerate a total dose of 100 KRads.) Parts selected must also exhibit latchup 
immunity. Memory devices (particularly program memory) should have an extremely low 
single-event upset rate.

DPA Description and Goals 5 7/31/96
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The DPA must operate with a limited power budget. Current breadboard measurements 
place worst-case average power during operation with 8 boards active at about 55 W. 
Power switching is expected to dissipate no more than 1 W.

DEA Interface
Digitized Serial Data, Synch and Clock from DEA

CCD[0-9] CCD[0-9] CCD[0-9] CCD[0-9] CCD[0-9] CCD[0-9]

FEP FEP FEP FEP FEP FEP
0 1 2 3 4 5

BIF_A BIF_B BIF_A BIF_B BIF_A BIF_B BIF_A BIF_B BIF_A BIF_B BIF_A BIF_B

Power A also distributed 
to FEPO, FEP1 & FEP2

Powerln(A)

ClklOOK(A)
(x3)

PSMC
Interface

Power B also distributed 
to FEP3, FEP4 & FEP5

Powerln(B)

ClklOOK(B) . 
(x3) «"

FIF

POWER DEA_TIM

PS.CLK BEP
A DEA.CMD

S/C.CLK DEA_STAT

DNLK UPLK

DEACK_A

CMD A
-o 

—>
STAT A

NOTE: Only one BEP 
selected at any one time; 
both are typically powered 
on.

POWER
FIF

DEA.TIM

PS_CLK BEP
B DEA.CMD

S/C_CLK DEA.STAT

DNLK UPLK

DEACK.B

CMD_B

-o

-o
STAT_B

CMD/STAT A & B Busses 
are ORed at DEA

Clocks (A&B): 
1.024 MHz* 
ScienceHdrSynch

T i
Telemetry to RCTU 

Serial Tim Port (A&B) 
Bilevels 
Passive Analog

Serial Command Ports from RCTU: 
SWJJplink (A&B)
HWJJplink (A&B)

*S/C Clock no longer used 
by the DPA

S/C Interface

FIGURE 1. DPA: Overall Block Diagram
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2.0 Components

As shown in Figure 1, the DPA is comprised of two varieties of computing subsystems: 
the six ffontend processors and the two backend processors/RCTU decoders/arbiters.

The BEPs serve as the central controller for the DPA. The BEP tasks are on a relatively 
large timescale (on the order of seconds), i.e. supervising exposures, and data gathering, 
receiving and parsing uplink, packetizing, formatting, etc. The FEP, on the other hand, 
operates on a small timescale, i.e. hardware supervised pixel operations on the order of 
microseconds and software controlled event detection on the order of milliseconds.

Figure 2 shows an overall functional view of the DPA. Pixel data, in the form of a digi
tized CCD raster, flows in from the top down. A transformation from bitmap to event list 
format occurs in the Frontend Processors. Event lists are further reduced (depending on 
the commanded mode) and packetized by the Backend Processor.

Each FEP connects to all ten CCD arrays, but processes only one CCD array’s data at any 
one time. The selection of the active array is controlled, via the BEP, by the stored com
mand link.

Additional DPA packaging components include the backplane and a “power interface” 
board.

DPA Description and Goals 7 7/31/96
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FIGURE 2. DPA Functional Block Diagram

Both FEP and BEP are based on an identical processor core: the MIPS3000 RISC CPU as 
implemented by LSI, NASA and HARRIS as the LT10181, otherwise known as the “Mon
goose”. This is a RAD-HARD version of the LSI Logic LR33000 (Self-Embedding Pro
cessor) which is adapted to the special requirements of space-systems electronics.

DPA Description and Goals 8 7/31/96
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2.1 Backend Processors

2.1.1 Functional Overview

The backend processor sits between the RCTU and the FEPs and DEA. It controls CCD 
operation and FEP operation. A nonvolatile copy of the flight software resides on each 
BEP, memory mapped into BEP processor address space.

2.1.2 Overall Description - Block Diagram

As shown in Figure 3, the “Mongoose” forms the heart of the BEP. The processor chip 
itself includes an interrupt controller, a DMA controller, timer/counters, a serial port/ 
debug interface, and cache control. The BEP contains a variety of processor support logic, 
memory, and dedicated interface circuits. A detailed description of all the hardware blocks 
follows.

to/from FEPs
SlvCntiClk SlvCntrRst

t \ ^Add^Cn,. _____________ Debug

to/from DEA
Clocks:

6.4 MHz PixClk
DEA Cmd/Stat Clk Cmd Stat

MstrTimStamp
DEA Cmd/Stat Interface

T

1

FEP Interface
Mbus

ACIS
Timing

Generator
Inst. Cache 
128K x 32

Data Cache 
64K x 32

I-bus Dbus

Mongoose

Intr Ser
Cont Cont

Wdogtim

Interface

Mbus_
BEP Master 

SysClk -> Clock

Reset
Control Rst BEP

CmdRst
Master Rst

100 KHz 
Synch Clk 

to Power Supply

7^
]

\
]

Serial
Telemetry

Nonvolatile Mem 
256K x 32

(Flight/Boot ROM)

Bulk Mem 
256K x 32

Storage area for: 
Downlink Queue

Downlink Uplink
Interface Interface

SciHdrSyn

SerCmd/
Software

to/from RCTU or IU

t—r
SerCmd/
Hardware

FIGURE 3. BEP Overall Block Diagram
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2.1.2.1 Clock Circuitry

On the prototypes, a 20 MHz master clock which directly drives the Mongoose is inter
nally divided and output as a synchronous 10 MHz processor clock (SYSCLK). Synchro
nous logic resident on the BEP will be driven by SYSCLK or a derivative of it. The flight 
version distributes a 19.2 MHz clock to all the CPU boards, which in turn generates a 
SYSCLK of 9.6 MHz.

Additionally, a 2.46 MHz oscillator is divided down to provide a clock for the asynchro
nous serial interface (used as the monitor debug port). (This clock is provided externally 
for the flight boards.)

The master 19.2 MHz clock is also used for timekeeping and synchroniztion of the DEA 
to the system power supply. The BEP generates derived DEA clocks (see Section 2.1.2.8 
on page 28) and a synchronous 100 KHz clock, which is forwarded to the power supply.

2.1.2.2 Reset Circuitry

BEP reset sources are: a power-on reset, a watchdog reset and a discrete commanded 
reset. (A push-button will also be provided for prototype boards.) Power-on reset charges 
an RC network with a time constant of about 50 ms. Watchdog reset and discrete reset 
(ORed into the reset circuitry) have pulse widths greater than 2X SYSCLK in order to 
guarantee recognition by the CPU. Local status bits (WDOGRST and CMDRST) allow 
the processor to ascertain the cause of the previous reset.

Appendix C: DPA Reset Grids outlines the effect of each type of BEP reset on the various 
subsystems and signals.

2.1.2.2.1 Watchdog Reset

A 32-bit counter (readable and writable) internal to the Mongoose is available for use as 
the watchdog timer. Upon reset, the counter is set to OxFFFFFFFF, and it decrements with 
SYSCLK. Its end-of-count signal is used to derive a pulse which is ORed into the BEP 
reset. Once a watchdog reset occurs, a watchdog detect latch is set (readable as status, see 
Table 4, “BEP Status Register,” on page 15). The latch can be cleared by the CPU. Until 
this latch is cleared, no further watchdog resets will be generated.

(NOTE: the direct output of the Mongoose CPU timer has be extended in order to meet the 
2X SYSCLK requirement imposed by the Mongoose CPU.)

2.1.2.2.2 Discrete Reset

A 1-bit pseudo-discrete command will be used to reset the BEP. (A second command must 
be issued to deassert reset.) The BEP HW command decoder hardware forwards this value 
to the CPU and general BEP logic. The HW command decoder and telemetry subsystems 
are not reset by this signal.

Backend Processors 10 7/31/96
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| 2.1.2.3 Processor Core and Support

The processor is an implementation of the R3000 MIPs architecture dedicated for RAD- 
HARD environments. As such, the caches have been moved off-chip, in anticipation of a 
design incorporating RAD-HARD static RAM1. The caches supplying data and instruc
tions to the Mongoose are really just high speed memory banks; there is no “tag” RAM or 
automatic hardware shuffling of data between memory areas.

The Mongoose requires amazingly little support logic. It has an internal interrupt control
ler with eight independent interrupt lines. An internal UART (see section below on debug 
interface) is provided. An internal DMA controller allows for autonomous memory to 
memory data transfer.

2.1.2.3.1 Bus Structure

There are three 32-bit busses resident on-board, and all directly connecting to the Mon
goose:

I-Bus Instruction Cache Bus - 32 bits data & 20 bits address, word access only 

D-Bus Data Cache Bus - 32 bits data & 20 bits address, word access only

M-Bus Memory Bus - 32 bits data & 29 bits of address, byte or word access

Cached execution allows the Mongoose to take full advantage of its internal “Harvard 
architecture”, i.e. it can fetch from both the data bus and instruction bus simultaneously. 
All Mongoose instructions are 32-bits and normally, the Mongoose will fetch one instruc
tion per clock cycle.

The M-bus is a general purpose peripheral bus, with configurable wait-states. Use of the 
M-bus will slow processor operation due to (code dependent) pipeline stalls.

2.1.2.3.2 Instruction Cache

512 KBytes of SRAM will be provided for the instruction cache. A 35 ns access time is 
required to support the Mongoose operating at 10 MHz. The instruction cache RAM is 
comprised of SEU immune RAM.2

The Mongoose provides a facility for writing to the instruction cache via the CSI inter
face, which contains I-Cache Data and Address registers. See the Mongoose ASIC Micro
controller Programming Guide for further details.

1. Due to its proven radiation tolerance and low standby power, all RAM incorporated in the DPA will be 
static RAM. Any further mention of RAM in this document refers to static RAM (aka SRAM).

2. These RAMs are available in the 32K x 8 configuration. Two static RAM Modules have been specified 
for DPA use. One module (CA_Module), incorporating four 32 K x 8 RAD HARD (Honeywell die, guaran
teed to at least 100 KRads) RAMs, is designed for the processor cache memory. The other (FB_Module), 
containing twelve 256 K x 4 RAD TOLERANT RAMs, will be used for FEP image memory.

11 7/31/96
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2.1.2.3.3 Data Cache

256K-Bytes of SRAM are provided for the data cache. A 35 ns access time is required to 
support zero wait state access. Like the instruction cache, the data cache uses SEU- 
Immune RAM (the CA_Modules).

2.1.2.3.4 Overall Processor Memory Map

The Mongoose supports 29 bits of physical address, corresponding to a 512 MB address 
space. Each physical address maps to a set of virtual addresses (up to a full 4 GB address 
space), further defined in the Mongoose as separate segments delineating user and kernel 
mode, or cached and uncached spaces. See the Mongoose ASIC Microcontroller Program
ming Guide for a virtual address map and for a more detailed map of the CSI Register 
Space. The Mongoose Programmers Guide also contains a definition of the Microboot 
word mentioned in the Mongoose Memory Maps.

All physical address space is shown divided into segments matching the level of hardware 
address decoded. Devices and memory banks which are smaller than the allocated physi
cal address space “alias” within the allocated segments.

The caches operate at zero wait-states. MSEL virtual address space device (bulk-memory, 
BEP registers, uplink FIFO and FEP shared memory) bus cycles are timed by an external 
BEP based wait-state generator. Bulk Memory accesses expend 1 wait-state; BEP external 
registers (resident in the Actel FPGA) require 2 waitstates; FIFO accesses require 4 wait- 
states. FEP shared memory cycles (via a multiplexed address/data bus), dependent on the 
FEP bus arbiters and memory bandwidth, take at least 8 wait states per access. EPSEL and 
IOSEL virtual address devices (Nonvolatile ROM and the debug board) use the internal 
Mongoose based wait-state generator, which should be configured for a minimum of 3 
wait states.

Backend Processors 12 7/31/96
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Physical 
Address Bus Addressed Device/Memory Total Capacity/Comments

OxlFFF FFFF 
OxlFCO 0000

Nonvolatile ROM (r)
BEV=1 exception vectors 
BFCO 0180: general vector 
BFC0 0000: reset vector 

MicroBoot Word: BFFF FFFC

EPSEL:
128 KB - maps to virtual 
segment OxBFCO - OxBFFF

OxlFBF FFFF 
0xlF80 0000

External Debug Board 
(Processor Test I/F)

BF98 0000 Dip Switch (Read)
and LEDs (Write) - low byte 
only

BF90 0000 Spare
BF88 0000 Spare
BF80 0000 Scratch RAM

(128K x 32 bank)

IOSEL:
maps to virtual segment 
0xBF80 - OxBFBF

Internal to 
Mongoose CSI subblock (r/w)

Maps to virtual segment 
0xBF40 - 0xBF7F

OxOFFF FFFF 
0x0800 0000

Shared FEP memory (r/w) 
(A27 = 1)

MEMSEL: (see FEP MemMap) 
virtual address segment: 
0xA800 to OxAFFF

0x001F FFFF 
0x0018 0000

External Memory Mapped
I/O devices - (BEP Registers &
Uplink FIFO)
A018 0000 BEP Control Reg. 
A018 0004 BEP Status Reg.
A018 0008 BEP Pulse Reg.
A018 000C DEA Status Reg 
A018 0010 DEA Command Reg 
A018 0014 Uplink FIFO 
A018 0018 DTC Start/Page Addr 
A018 001C DTC End Addr 
A018 0020 DTC Addr Count 
A018 0024 DEA Lat Timestamp 
A018 0028 Running Timestamp 
A018 002C SHPul Lat Timestamp

MEMSEL:

base virtual segment: 
0xA018 0000

0x0017 FFFF 
0x0010 0000 Spare Decoder Output
0x0OOF FFFF 
0x0000 0000 Bulk Memory (r/w)

MEMSEL: 1 MB
virtual address segment
OxAOOO to OxAOOF

OxOFFF
0x0010

FFFF
0000

Unused

OxOOOF
0x0008

FFFF
0000

Instruction Cache (X)
(r/w through CSI registers)

512 KB - maps to various vir
tual address spaces

0x0007
0x0004

FFFF
0000

Unused

0x0003
0x0000

FFFF
0000

Data Cache (r/w) 256 KB - maps to various vir
tual address spaces

TABLE 1. BEP Memory Map

Backend Processors 13 7/31/96
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2.1.2.3.5 Interrupts

See the Mongoose ASIC Microcontroller Programming Guide for details regarding the 
Mongoose exceptions, interrupts, mask and cause registers. External interrupts directly 
fed to the BEP Mongoose are:

Source Mongoose Input Comments
Uplink Controller

(UPLKINT)

InterruptO Latched and readable (along with associated sta
tus bits) in BEP Status Register. Uplink Interrupt 
occurs either as an “end-of-packet” or error 
detect by the Uplink Controller State machine. 
Cleared by pulsing ClrUplklnt (BEP Pulse Regis
ter).

Downlink Con
troller

(DNLKINT)

Interrupt 1 Latched and readable in BEP Status Register. 
Occurs when the Downlink Transfer controller 
has detected an 44end-address”. Cleared by puls
ing ClrDnlklnt (BEP Pulse Register).

TABLE 2. BEP Interrupt Sources

2.1.2.3.6 External HW Registers

External HW registers allow the Mongoose to control and monitor status of the various 
HW subsystems. The BEP Control Register contains read/writable bits, the BEP Status 
Register contains read-only information, and the BEP Pulse Register creates pulses which 
set or clear specific signals. Unless otherwise indicated, all BEP register bits are asserted 
high. For pulse register bits: writing a one to the specified bit location creates a pulse, writ
ing a zero has no effect.

Backend Processors 14 7/31/96
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2.1.2.3.6.1 BEP Control Register - R/W - Addr: A018 0000

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0 UPLKENB Enables Uplink Packet Counter and associated 

Interrupt generation. (Cleared upon reset.)
i DNLKTRENB Enables dedicated downlink DMA controller.

(Cleared upon reset.)
2-5

(4 bit field)
SW_BLT[0-3] BiLevel Discrete Downlink bits driven by BEP CPU 

- see Section 2.1.2.6.2 on page 23
6-11

(6 bit field)
FEPPOW[0-5] FEP Solid State Switch Control - These bits default 

to zero (FEP power-off) at power-on reset.
14-15 

(2 bit field)
DEACSCKSELtO-1] DEA Command/Status Clock Select -

00 -1.6 MHz
01 - 6.4 MHz
IX - no clock

These bits default to zero (DEACSCK = 1.6 MHz) at 
reset. This field should not be modified while the 
DEA-Cmd/Status interface is in use (sending a com
mand or receiving status).

TABLE 3. BEP Control Register

2.1.2.3.6.2 BEP Status Register - R - Addr: A018 0004

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0 UPLKPKTLNERR Set when Uplk Controller detects a packet length 

error; also creates Uplklnt (see below). This bit is 
cleared when the CPU pulses ClrUplklnt (BEP Pulse 
Register).

i UPLKFFULLERR Set when Uplk Controller detects a FIFO full Condi
tion and Uplink is enabled; also creates UPLKINT 
(see below). This bit is cleared when the CPU pulses 
ClrUplklnt.

2 UPLKINT Set when Uplk Controller detects an end-of-packet, a 
packet length error, or a FIFO full error (see above).
The occurence of either of two error conditions also 
automatically clears the UPLKENB bit in the BEP 
Control Register. UPLKINT is cleared by writing to 
the BEP Pulse Register (and is fed directly to a Mon
goose external interrupt (see Section 2.1.2.3.5).

3 UPLKFFULL FIFO Full Flag direct from Uplink FIFO (active low).

4 UPLKFEMP FIFO Empty Flag direct from Uplink FIFO (active 
low).

5 DNLKINT Set when Dnlk Transfer Controller detects an end-of- 
transfer address. This bit is cleared by writing to the 
BEP Pulse Register (and is fed directly to a Mongoose 
external interupt (see Section 2.1.2.3.5).

6 SHSYNCHLAT Latched occurence of the Science Header Synch pulse 
received from the S/C every 2.05 seconds. This bit is 
cleared by writing to the BEP Pulse Register.

7-11 unused
TABLE 4. BEP Status Register

Backend Processors 15 7/31/96
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Bit Location Field Name Comments
12 DEARESET State of DEA global reset, initiated by a write to the 

BEP pulse register. This pulse is stretched by the BEP 
hardware and fed-back here as a diagnostic (active 
low).

13 DEACMDBUSY Set when DEA command port is busy (currently shift
ing out a command word). The processor should only 
write a command word when this bit is deasserted.
See Section 2.1.2.9 on the DEA I/F for further details.

14 DEASTATRDY Set when DEA status port has just received a word 
from the DEA. The processor should explicitly reset 
this bit (via the BEP pulse register) after reading the 
status word. See Section 2.1.2.9 on the DEA I/F for 
further details.

15 unused
16 BOOT.MOD Set via command to HW Serial Port (see Table 6, “HW 

Serial Command Port,” on page 25). Setting this bit 
will modify the CPUs boot behavior, causing the flight 
software to attempt to boot from the software uplink 
port.

17 WARM_BOOT Set via command to HW Serial Port (see Table 6, “HW 
Serial Command Port,” on page 25). This bit is used to 
differentiate power-on boot from a “warm” boot.

18 RAD.MON Set via command to HW Serial Port (see Table 6, “HW 
Serial Command Port,” on page 25). This bit indicates 
that the S/C has detected a high radiation environ
ment.

19 WDOGRST Reset Status Bit = 1 if last reset was initiated by the 
watchdog timer, 0 otherwise. The processor should 
explicitly reset this bit (via the BEP pulse register) 
after reading the status word. Until the CPU pulses 
this bit clear, further watchdog timer resets are 
masked by the hardware.

20 CMDRST Reset Status Bit = 1 if last reset was initiated by the 
HW uplink port, 0 otherwise. The processor should 
explicitly reset this bit (via the BEP pulse register) 
after reading the status word.

21 BEP_ID BEP ID set via backplane slot

22 BEPSEL Set by the HW command port - selects active BEP (see 
Table 6, “HW Serial Command Port,” on page 25). 
NOTE: Since an unselected BEP holds its CPU in a 
reset state, bits 21 and 22 should always read back as 
equal (both are one or both are zero).

TABLE 4. BEP Status Register

2.1.2.3.6.3 BEP Pulse Register - W - Addr: A018 0008

Bit Location Field Name Comments

0 CLRUPLKINT Clears Uplink Interrupt and associated status bits.

1 CLRDNLKINT Clear Downlink Interrupt

2 CLRSHPULSE Clear Science Header Pulse Detect
TABLE 5. BEP Pulse Register
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Bit Location Field Name Comments
9 CLRDEASTATRDY Clears DEASTATRDY bit in BEP Status Register
10 CLRWDOGRST Clears WDOGRST bit in BEP Status Register
11 CLRCMDRST Clears CMDRST bit in BEP Status Register
12 DEARST Creates a DEA global reset pulse, sent to all 10 DEA 

subsystems and the Heater/System Controller Board.
This pulse, stretched to ~.l msec and fowarded to the 
DEA, is readable in the BEP status register.

13 FIFORST Clears the Uplink Command FIFO
TABLE 5. BEP Pulse Register

2.1.2.3.6.4 Command FIFO - R- Addr: A018 0014

The command word appears as follows:

Uplink Command FIFO
31 30- 17 16 15-0

FNE undefined (pulled- up) PFW Command Word

PFW -> Packet first word flag, written by HW into the input FIFO along with the com
mand word to flag as a first word detect. (One of the extra (parity) bits of the FIFOs is used 
for this purpose. The hardware writes in a one as a packet first word is strobed into the 
FIFO, and a zero for all other command words.)

FNE -> FIFO not empty - no read actually occurs. The hardware synchronously samples 
the FIFO-empty flag and prohibits reads of an empty FIFO. It drives bit 31 low when the 
FIFO is empty.

See the Section 2.1.2.7.1 on page 23 for further details on the Serial Command I/F.

2.1.2.3.6.5 DTC Start/Page Address - R/W - Addr: A018 0018

The DTC Start Address register appears as follows:

1 31-20 19-14 13-2 1-0 I

| Unused DTC Page Address 12-bit Longword Address Unused |

Unused bits 1-0 readback as zero.

2.1.2.3.6.6 DTC End Address - R/W - Addr: A018 001C

The DTC End Address register appears as follows:

31-14 13-2

Unused 12-bit Longword Address Unused |

| Unused bits 1-0 readback as zero.
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| 2.1.2.3.6.7 DTC Address Count - R - Addr: A018 0020

The DTC Address Count register appears as follows:

| 31-14 13-2 1-0
| Unused 12-bit Longword Address Unused

Unused bits 1-0 readback as zero.

(This register displays the current longword count of a DTC transfer in progress; if no 
transfer is in progress the value is undefined.) See section Section 2.1.2.6.1 on page 20 for 
a more detailed description of the downlink transfer controller and the serial digital telem
etry I/F.

2.1.2.3.6.8 DEA Command Register - W- Addr: A018 0010

The DEA command register appears as follows:

31-24 23-0
unused DPA to DEA Command Word

2.1.2.3.6.9 DEA Command/Status Latch - R - Addr: A018 000C

The DEA command/status latch appears as follows:

31-24 23-0

unused Latched command to DEA or Status from DEA

Section 2.1.2.9 on page 30 contains a detailed explanation of the DEA I/F.

This register reads back the last command sent to the DEA if no status has arrived, or sta
tus returned to DPA from the DEA.

2.1.2.3.6.10 Timestamp DEA Latched Count - R - Addr: A018 0024

The Timestamp - DEA Latched Count appears as follows:

31-0
____________________ 32-bit timestamp DEA latched

This register holds the timestamp latched upon transmission of a command to the DEA.

2.1.2.3.6.11 Running Timestamp - R - Addr: A018 0028

The Running Timestamp appears as follows:

31-0
____________ 32-bit timestamp running timestamp (active low)____________
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This readback is included primarily as a diagnostic, and is the output of the 32-bit time- 
stamp counter directly. The implementation is a downcounter; the readback therefore re
presents the complement of the actual count.

2.1.2.3.6.12 Timestamp Science Header Latched Count - R - Addr: A018 002C

The Timestamp - Science Header Latched Count appears as follows:

31-0
_______________ 32-bit timestamp Science Header latched_____________

This register holds the timestamp latched upon the reception of a Science Header Pulse 
from the S/C and is included as a diagnostic.

2.1.2.3.7 Diagnostic Serial Port - Monitor Interface

An 8251 compatible serial port is provided internally to the Mongoose. It is accessible at 
the following CSI addresses:

UART Command/Status: 0xBF40 0024

UART Data: 0xBF40 0028

The 8251 can be programmed to divide its input clock by 16 or by 64 in asynchronous 
mode, which allows the selection of most common baud rates. (On the processor test inter
face board, a baud rate jumper chooses either a 1.23 MHz or a 0.62 MHz input clock.) See 
the Intel 8251 specification for further programming details.

The processor test I/F board buffers and level shifts the UART data lines to provide a stan
dard RS232 interface.

The serial port will be used by a ROM based monitor, allowing for code downloading and 
debugging during the development phase. It is capable of talking to the workstation, so 
that a high-level source code debugger can be run on the target systems.

2.1.2.4 Bulk Memory

Bulk memory on the BEP is used mainly for storage and buffering of downlink packets 
before transmission to the RCTU. Based on the use of the White Technology Rad-Tolerant 
128 K x 32 bit SRAM module, 1 Mbyte of bulk memory is provided. (These memories 
may experience SEUs at the rate of 10'^ to 10“^ errors/bit-day.)

At an overall event rate of 1000 events/sec, with 100 bits/event (science data rate of 100 
Kbits/sec), the bulk memory area would be able to hold (excluding overhead) about 100 
seconds of continuous output, assuming that the RCTU empties the queue at 24 Kbits/sec.
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2.1.2.5 Nonvolatile Memory

The nonvolatile memory is a bank of 8 EEPROMs, arranged as a 256K x 32 bit array. (The 
actual part used is the Hitachi 128K x 8 EEPROM, shielded in a Rad-Pak.) On board pro
grammability (via the RCTUI/F-HW command port) is enabled via an external jumper.) 
(See Table 6, “HW Serial Command Port,” on page 25 for a guide to EEPROM program
ming via the HW command port.)

The EEPROM array contains both the boot and flight software. The reset vector is located 
at the base address (OxBFCOOOOO); the last address must contain the Microboot Word, 
which defines the cache layout upon powerup. (For the BEP, the microboot word shall be 
OxB A; see the Mongoose ASIC Microcontroller Programming Guide for more details 
regarding the microboot word and exception vectors.)

A processor test I/F board (non-flight GSE) contains RAM and ROM to run the monitor 
and all the amenities to do the RS-232 I/F. It uses the IOSEL space as follows:

BF80 0000 Scratch RAM (128K x 32 bank)
BF88 0000 Spare
BF90 0000 Spare
BF98 0000 Dip Switch (Read) and LEDs (Write) - low byte only
BFCO 0000 EPROM (32K x 32 bank - aliased) - bootcode if bootstrap

installed

(There is a jumper on the processor test I/F which can be used to select boot execution 
from the debug board.)

Both the processsor test I/F memory and the BEP nonvolatile ROM are timed via the 
Mongoose internal wait-state generator, which should be set to a minimum of three wait 
states.

2.1.2.6 Downlink Interface

The downlink interface connects directly to the RCTU and consists of serial output and 
control, discrete output and analog output signals. Unlike most other BEP hardware sub
systems, the telemetry is not reset by a commanded reset (or a watchdog reset).

2.1.2.6.1 Serial Digital Telemetry

Functional Description

The link to the RCTU is synchronous and “open-loop”; i.e. there is no handshaking, and 
the RCTU takes data regardless of whether the DPA is active or not. The DPA receives the 
Science Header pulse (about once every 2 seconds), a telemetry related synch pulse. Data 
is always clocked out with a specified temporal relationship to the synch pulse. See the 
RCTU Users’ Guide for further detail.
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The flight software transmits a flexible, variable length packet format which is overlayed 
by the hardware onto the synchronous RCTUI/F. As a result, the flight software need not 
be aware of the Science Header pulse.

The heart of the serial downlink interface is a DMA controller which transfers data from 
the M-bus bulk memory to a parallel to serial converter register which is memory mapped 
onto the M-bus. The RCTU clock shifts out at a bit rate of 128 Kbits/sec (7.8 microsec
onds/bit); see the RCTU Users’ Guide for further details. The downlink data register is 32- 
bits wide, so that 4 bytes (one telemetry word = 8 bits) can be loaded into the register 
simultaneously, giving a minimum register turnaround time of 250 microseconds. (The 
turnaround time could be considerably longer since there are “dead” periods when the 
clock is absent, and the DPA is not feeding the link.)

A dedicated state machine resident in a FPGA will serve as the “downlink transfer con
troller” (DTC). The downlink transfer controller contains a 12 bit start_addr register, a 
12_bit end_addr register, and a 6 bit page_addr register. An M-Bus address is generated by 
combining a 12 bit counter output with the page address. Each M-Bus read clocks the 
counter to the next longword address and simultaneously writes a longword to the DTC.

Upon detecting a DNLKTRENB (written to the BEP control register), the DTC loads an 
internal 12-bit counter with start_addr and fills two 32-bit buffers (two longwords indexed 
by the address counter). It then transmits serialized telemetry to the RCTU serial data I/F 
at a rate established by the RCTU, filling its 32-bit buffers on an alternating as-needed 
basis. An end-of-transfer signal and Downlink Interrupt is generated by the DTC when an 
end_addr has been detected. The hardware automatically disables the DTC (deasserts 
DnlkTransEnb) after fetching the word indexed by end_addr from main memory. The 
CPU can abort a DTC transfer by clearing the DNLKTRENB bit. In this case, the DTC 
will send out the pending 32-bit word and exit; no DNLKINT will be generated. (A 
watchdog or commanded reset will have a similar effect, as they both deassert DNLK
TRENB.)

NOTE: the DTCENB control register bit is deasserted one clock cycle before the assertion 
of DNLKINT. Additionally, several clock cycles transpire before the CPU recognizes the 
interrupt.. Therefore, at the trailing edge of a DTC packet transfer, polling the control reg
ister may indicate that the transfer has finished before the DNLKTRENB interrupt has 
gotten to the CPU. (There is a -300 ns window where this could occur. This is only a con
flict if the DTC is run simultaneously in polled and interupt driven modes.)

The RCTU downlink I/F state machine receives data from the DTC, shifts out the 32-bit 
word (low byte first, MSB first within each byte). The RCTU downlink I/F state machine 
is responsible for detecting the Science Header Pulse, latching the timestamp counter, and 
shifting it out as the first four bytes following the pulse detection. When the DTC is dis
abled, the hardware shifts out the timestamp counter in the usual telemetry slot. A fill pat
tern (B7 hex) is inserted for science data when the DTC is disabled.
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The following requirements are set by the spacecraft:

• 128 Kbit/second peak data rate (The bit clock is supplied externally by the RCTU).

• 24 Kbit/second aggregate data rate

NOTE: Since the RCTU data rate « M-bus bandwidth, bus loading by the DTC will be
negligible (peak of one cycle on the order of a few microseconds per 250 (is transfer of
each 32-bit word to the RCTU).

The following requirements are imposed by DPA dynamic operation and the flight soft
ware:

• DMA turnaround time of 0.5 ms. (The flight software must service a downlink inter
rupt, and set up for the next DTC transfer or it may miss sending (at the rate of one 
word per 0.25 ms) telemetry, in which case a fill-pattern will be inserted by the hard
ware.)

• DMA must not stall the bus (< than 5 microseconds per M-bus grant)

• Predefined fill pattern (B7 hex) to be supplied when the processor is not active, or is not 
driving the link

• Hardware must insert the running timestamp count into fixed positions in the telemetry 
stream (each four bytes following the detection of a Science Header Pulse).

• All DTC transfers must be longword aligned with respect to M-Bus memory. (Since the 
RCTU operates in byte transfer mode, the longword structure “floats” within the RCTU 
format, and will be reconstructed on the ground by the AXAF Science Center.)

• Startup and boundary characteristics shall be well defined: the falling edge of the next 
byte requested by the RCTU will activate the first “packet” transfer following the asser
tion of DNLKTRENB.

The maximum DTC packet size is 8192 bytes; the minimum packet size is 8 bytes.

Physical Interface

The serial downlink interface consists of three signals:

Signal Name Driven by Description

CLOCK RCTU 128 KHz Telemetry Clock - 25% duty cycle

ENABLE RCTU Assertion before MSB (first bit in data
stream) of the data word, indicates word (8
bits) shifting out.

DATA DPA Serial data stream, bit duration = 7.8 usee.

The serial telemetry signals are cross-strapped back at the RCTU and appear on duplicate 
wiresets, one set wired to BEP_A, the other set wired to BEP_B. Both BEP_A and BEP_B 
will drive data to both RCTU sections (cross-strapped at the DPA). The driver and 
receiver circuits as well as timing specifications are shown in the RCTU Users’ Guide.
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Appendix A: Interfaces includes a wire list for both the serial downlink signals and the 
telemetry synch pulses.

2.1.2.6.2 Bilevel Telemetry

A byte-wide bilevel signal (one byte shared by the two BEPs via tristate drivers) is avail
able as part of the telemetry. (The active BEP selected by the BEPSEL hardware com
mand drives the I/F.) Four bits (SW BLT) are normally driven by a processor register (r/w) 
resident on the M-bus (see Table 3, “BEP Control Register,” on page 15). (The four SW 
BLT bits are also used by the EEPROM programming in a special mode set via the hard
ware command channel.) The remaining four hardware status bits are the BEP signals: 
BEPID, CPURST, FIFOFULL and HFOEMPTY.

The signals shall conform to standard TTL or CMOS (0 to +5) logic levels and shall meet 
the requirements specified in the RCTU Users’ Guide.

2.1.2.6.3 Analog Telemetry

Passive analog telemetry lines measure temperatures at locations on the DPA and DEA. 
NOTE: This is in addition to the temperatures digitized on the DEA and inserted into the 
Science Data Telemetry stream.

2.1.2.7 Uplink Interface

The uplink interface connects directly with the spacecraft RCTU and consists (per BEP) 
of two serial command inputs along with their associated control lines. (In order not to 
aggravate the weight problem, no relay closures are used.) One serial uplink port is dedi
cated to the flight software, and is used by the Mongoose CPU, decoupled by a FIFO inter
face. The second serial uplink port commands the hardware; a transmission causes the 
BEP hardware to either load a register or generate a pulse.

(Additional pulse commands are used as input to the Power Supply (PSMC) subsystem to 
switch DPA +5 supplies.)

2.1.2.7.1 Serial Commands

SW Command Port Functional Description

The peak command rate output by both links is interface limited to 8K-words/sec (a com
mand word is 16-bits). Due to uplink bandwidth constraints, the average command rate is 
much lower (about 40 commands/sec.). The stored command system may output a series 
of commands continuously at the peak rate.

A synchronous, clocked data line is provided by the RCTU for each serial link; there is no 
handshaking, and the RCTU is unaware of whether the DPA received a command. See the 
RCTU Users’ Guide for further detail.
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The Flight Software overlays a high-level packet format onto the 16-bit words output by 
the RCTU. BEP hardware provides buffering in the form of an “intelligent” FIFO inter
face (see Figure 4). The hardware performs a serial to parallel conversion. Upon accumu
lation of a 16-bit command word, it writes it into the 512 word FIFO (Two RAD-HARD 
GEC MA7001 FIFOs). At startup the FIFO interface will be enabled and subsequently 
drained by the flight software. The flight software will at this time determine (via a speci
fied delay implemented by the stored command system) that the first word of a “packet” 
will be the next word to arrive. It then primes the HW circuitry by setting the UPLKENB 
bit in the BEP control register. The Uplink Controller then looks at the next word, strips 
out a length field and loads a down-counter with the appropriate packet length. The 
counter must be decremented upon loading the length, as the packet length count includes 
the length word itself. The counter is clocked (decremented) for each subsequent word 
written into the FIFO and an uplink interupt occurs when the counter reaches its terminal 
count. The HW state-machine then goes back and looks for the first word of the next 
packet.

The uplink interrupt will be latched and reset by the processor during the interrupt service 
routine.
If an illegal packet length (3 words < packet size <256 words) is detected, the HW gener
ates an UPLKINT and sets the UPLKPKTLNERR status bit.

FIGURE 4. Uplink ControUer

Since the GEC FIFOs are X 9, two extra bits are available and may be used by the HW. Bit 
16 is used to mark the HW detected first-word of packet. The FIFO and Uplink Controller 
Control/Status bits are memory mapped onto the processor M-bus.

Reads from an empty FIFO are prohibited. The FIFO empty-pulse is explicitly sampled by 
the BEP hardware and used to gate the FIFO_Read strobe.The FIFO empty flag is avail
able to the processor both as the MDAT MSB (bit 31) of a FIFO read and as a bit in the 
BEP Status Register.

A FIFO-FULL condition is degenerate (i.e. it should never happen during normal opera
tion) and will block any further writes to the FIFO. If the FIFO fills when uplink is 
enabled, an UPLKINT is generated and the status bit UPLKPP ULLERR is set. It is up to
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the flight software to reset the uplink controller, aligning it to a first-packet-word bound
ary.

HW Command Port Functional Description

Unlike most other BEP hardware subsystems, the HW Command Port is not reset by a 
commanded reset.

The hardware command word has the format:

.FunctionCode. .Data.

where the function code is an 8 bit field (range: 0 to 255) selecting the registers) or 
pulse(s) to activate. Upon completing a 16-bit serial to parallel conversion, the hardware 
takes the following action based on the value of function code and the data field:

Function Code (HEX) Action
0 NO-OP - no effect

1 BEPSEL - Selects which BEP drives the interfaces:
BEP A is selected if D(0) = 0
BEP B is selected if D(0) = 1 

(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

2 Asserts reset (CMDRST)
D(0) = 1 holds the CPU a reset state

Deasserts reset if D(0) = 0 
(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

3 Sets state of BiLevel Telemetry Select bit (BLTSEL)
Software Bilevel Telemetry is selected if D(0) = 0
EEPROM Programmer data readout is selected if D(0) = 1 

(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

4 NO-OP - no effect

5 Sets BEP Status Register bit BOOT_MOD to value = D(0)
(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

6 Sets BEP Status Register bit WARM_BOOTa to value = D(0)
(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

7 Sets BEP Status Register bit RAD_MONb to value = D(0)

(This bit defaults to 0 upon power-up)

CO Latch EEPROM Programmer Byte 0 = [D(7) - D(0)]

Cl Latch EEPROM Programmer Byte 1 = [D(7) - D(0)]

C2 Latch EEPROM Programmer Byte 2 = [D(7) - D(0>]

C3 Latch EEPROM Programmer Byte 3 = [D(7) - D(0)]

D0C Write EEPROM Address
TABLE 6. HW Serial Command Port
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Function Code (HEX) Action

Dlc Write EEPROM Data
F0C Read EEPROM Data - Reads back nibble pointed to by D(2-0)

(Word address is previously latched via HW command OxDO)

BLTSEL must previously be set to one.
TABLE 6. HW Serial Command Port

a. A signal to the DPA which indicates when the S/C requires the DPA to enter a low-current mode. See 
Section 2.3 describing the Power Subsystem for further details.
b. A signal to the DPA which indicates when a S/C radiation monitor has been set. A deassertion will be 
sent to the DPA when the radiation monitor has cleared.
c. CMDRST must be asserted (see Function Code 2) for EEPROM read and write operations.

The EEPROM programming mode is intended for ground use only and must be enabled 
via a dedicated cable. The normal sequence of events for programming via the RCTUI/F 
is:

1. Assert CPU reset (command 0x0201).

2. Assert BLTSEL (command 0x0301).

3. Send Address A2-A9 (described by symbol KK here) to byte 0 (command OxCOKK).

4. Send Address A9-A17 (described by symbol LL here) to byte 1 (command OxCILL).

5. Send Address A18-A19 (described by symbol MM here) to byte 2 (command 0xC2MM).

6. Write EEPROM address (command OxDOOO).

7. Send Data D0-D7 (described by symbol VV here) to byte 0 (command OxCOW).

8. Send Data D8-D15 (described by symbol WW here) to byte 1 (command OxCIWW).

9. Send Data D16-D23 (described by symbol XX here) to byte 2 (command 0xC2XX).

10. Send Data D24-D31 (described by symbol YY here) to byte 3 (command 0xC3YY).

11. Write EEPROM Data (command OxDlOO).

12. Read back eight nibbles and reassemble into 32 bit word (commands OxFOOO, 0xF001...0xF007)

The EEPROM internal write timer returns data as the complement of the last data written until 
the write cycle is completed. The programmer code can therefore loop on the readback step 
until it reads back correct (true) data.

Repeat steps 3-12 until the array is programmed.
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Physical Interface

Each uplink interface consists of three signals:

Signal Name Driven by Description
CLOCK RCTU 128 KHz Command Clock - 25% duty cycle
ENABLE RCTU Synched to MSB (first bit in data stream) of 

the data word; Duration =125 usee -indicates 
word (16 bits) shifting out.

DATA RCTU Serial data stream; duration = 7.8 usee.

For further timing details, see the RCTU Users’ Guide.

The receivers shall conform to the recommended specifications shown in the RCTU users 
guide.
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2.1.2.8 ACIS Master Clock/Timing Generator

The structure of the ACIS Data System (one active BEP, six identical FEPs and ten identi
cal DEA subsystems) dictates that any master timing required by the experiment be gener
ated on the DPA. The system clocking scheme planned is shown below:

FIGURE 5. Master Clock Generator

Clock Frequency Duty Cycle

Fundamental Clock 38.4 MHz 50/50

PixCk MFCk/6 50/50

CSCk PixCk/4 50/50

ADCSOC PixCk/512- 
approx 100 KHz

50/50

PSCk ADCSOC 50/50
TABLE 7. Derived Clocks
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2.1.2.8.1 Master Timestamp Counter

The science counter operates as follows:

to Downlink I/F CPU Readable Register

FIGURE 6. Master Timestamp Counter

The purpose of the ACIS timestamp hardware is to provide knowledge, to a relative cer
tainty of (approximately 20) microseconds, of when an actual CCD exposure has 
occurred. A free-running 32-bit counter (Master Time-stamp Counter) resides on the BEP. 
It is clocked by the TSClk (giving a rollover time of ~43Kseconds or ~12 hours), and is 
reset only upon power-up. The Master Timestamp Counter broadcasts a reset pulse to all 
the Slave Timestamp Counters resident on the FEPs (see section Section 2.2.2.4 on 
page 43); the slave timestamp counters are used to generate a running record of the 
“Beginning of Frame” instances throughout an observation.

The 100 KHz timestamp clock (TSClk), generated by the BEP timing generator, is a buf- 
ferred version ADCSOC clock. The science header telemetry synch is derived (in the 
Spacecraft Computer) from the spacecraft master oscillator (14.848 MHz); it is therefore 
asynchronous with respect to TSClk. The Timestamp Counter hardware uses the leading 
edge of the science header synch for latching the Telemetry Timestamp.

The operation scenario would then be: the BEP sets up the active DEA subsystems. It then 
sends a SEQ_START command by writing to the DEA_I/F control register to transmit a 
command. (The DEA command I/F establishes a constant phase with respect to the ADC 
start pulse in order to start the DEA sequencing deterministically within the 10 (isec 
period.) At the instant (TSClk tick) that the DEA command is sent to the interface, the 
timestamp count is loaded into the Seq_Start timestamp latch. The processor can then read 
the SeqJStart timestamp latch (memory mapped onto the M-bus) at its leisure. It must be 
read prior to the writing of another DEA command.

In addition to sending the counter data to the timestamp latch, the timestamp counter for
wards a copy of the running count to the Downlink I/F. The timestamp count is inserted by 
the hardware into a fixed (the first location following the Science Header Synch Pulse) 
position in the telemetry stream. This allows the ground to correlate the local BEP time
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stamp counters to the S/C timestamp (which the S/C inserts regularly into the telemetry 
stream) and ultimately to UTC.

2.1.2.9 DEA Interface

The DPA splits the CCD control (which is performed by the BEP) from the CCD data 
acquisition (a FEP operation). Therefore the DEA command/status interface connects to 
the BEP, while the pixel data and clocks are sent to the FEPs. The two BEP’s command/ 
status drivers separately send the CSCLK, CMDDAT and receive the STATDAT via sepa
rate wires. The CSCK and CMDDAT are ORed (electrically isolated) at the DEA. Each 
BEP has at least two unique drivers for RESET, CSCLK and CMDDAT; multiple wires 
may be sourced from a single driver to feed the ten DEA subsystems. The drivers/receiv
ers (except for the BEPSEL signal) are differential (a RAD-HARD 26C31/26C32 or 
equivalent) with a series termination. Expected wire length is on the order of 5 feet. See 
the DPA/DEA Interface Control Document for a more detailed description of the inter
face.

The following signals form the DEA command interface:

Signal Name Driven by Description

CSCLK DPA (BEP) 1.6 MHz (default) Command Clock

CMDDAT DPA (BEP) Command Data, synch to CSCLK, 24 bits/word, 
leading startbit (0), trailing stopbit (1), data active 
low, MSB first

STATDAT DEA Status Data, synch to CSCLK, 24 bits/word, lead
ing startbit (0), trailing stopbit (1), data active low, 
MSB first

BEPSEL DPA (BEP) Selects Active BEP - single ended, wire-OR

RESET DPA (BEP) Master Reset (reset pulse, common to all DEA 
subsystem boards)

In the absence of commands or status, the CMDDAT and STATDAT lines will remain at 
“one.” A startbit (=0) initiates a data transfer. The default clock is freerunning, and serves 
as both the command and status clock.

The DEA Command Data (CMDDAT) is one writable (24-bit) register resident on the M- 
bus. A CMDDAT register write will instigate a parallel to serial conversion and transmis
sion to the DEA. (See the ACIS DEA Command List for a description of the Command 
Word Format). Upon detection of a CPU write, a state machine waits for the 100 KHz 
(ADSOC), to synch command transmission to the DEA. As mentioned in Table 2.1.2.8.1, 
a “seq_start timestamp latch” is mapped to each CMDDAT register; the latch records a ten 
microsecond timestamp corresponding to the time of the last DEA command transmission. 
The BEP-CPU can check the DEA I/F availability via the DEACMDBUSY bit resident in 
the BEP Status Register (see Table 4, “BEP Status Register,” on page 15).
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A provision has been made (to deal with possible noise at the DEA/DPA integration 
phase) to adjust the default 1.6 MHz command clock via the BEP control register. (See 
“BEP Control Register” on page 15.) The BEP can select a frequency of 6.4 MHz or 
squelch the clock completely.

The DEA Command/Status Data Latch (STATDAT) is a readable (24-bit) register resident 
on the M-bus. Reception of the STATDAT is dependent on detection of a start-bit. As sta
tus is returned only in response to commands, the register is not buffered. The BEP-CPU 
can determine when a valid reply has been clocked in by the hardware via the 
DEASTATRDY bit resident in the BEP Status Register (see Table 4, “BEP Status Regis
ter,” on page 15). If if no status is returned, STATDAT will read the last command sent.

As commands and status share the same shift register, commands should never be sent 
simultaneously with status word reception.

Other DEA/DPA interface signals include the:

DEA Clocks (see Section 2.1.2.8 on page 28)

2.1.2.10 FEP Interface

The FEP/BEP interface consists of a special purpose parallel bus with facility for limited 
memory mapped transfers between the BEP and the six FEPs. The BEP is master of the 
interface, and can select any one of the six FEP I/Fs. Physically, the bus is split into two 
separate and isolated halves per DPA. The layout therefore appears as follows:

FIGURE 7. BEP/FEP Interface

Each FEP selects between the two busses (A and B) using the BEPSEL signal, an open 
collector output driven by both BEPs. BEPSEL is determined by each BEP via a 2-bit dig
ital comparator with BEP_ID (set by backplane slot) and BEPSEL_HWCMD (set by the 
HW command I/F).
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The following control signals define the BEP/FEP interface:

Signal Field Field Width Description
Data/Address-Cntl 32 During the initial section of the transaction this field is a com

bination of address and control bits (unidirectional, driven by 
BEP); during the later portion, it is a bi-directional data bus.

BEPtoFEPStrobe 1 Strobes Address Control portion of the Data/Addr-Cntl field 
onto the FEPs. (Active Low) Driven by BEP when instigating 
access to an FEP. The FEP is selected by Address bits A24- 
A26. The direction of the desired transfer is muxed as part of 
the address bus (see Table 9).

FEPtoBEPGnt 1 An open collector output, driven by all active FEPs on FBUS. 
The selected FEP drives FEPtoBEPGnt low to signal that a 
requested transaction has been accepted. The FEP later drives 
it high to signal that a requested transfer has been completed 
(causing the BEP to terminate the transaction and generate an 
internal “READY” to its CPU.)

FEPON 6 6 independent power control lines, which turn-on the individ
ual FEPs via local solid state switches. (See “Power Sub
system” on page 51). These bits are set in the BEP control 
register.

TSCLK 1 100 KHz timestamp clock, used to clock FEP Slave Counters

TSRST 1 Slave Counter reset line (active low), driven by BEP, (~10 
|isec pulse every -320 seconds).

BEPSEL 1 A wire-OR output from each BEP, its value is set by the HW 
Command Port, and defaults to zero upon power-on or reset.

TABLE 8. BEP/FEP Interface - Signal Fields

The FEPs are slave processors under the control of the BEP, which directs and schedules 
all FBUS transfers. The Addr-Cntl Field includes:

Signal Field Field Width Description

F-Idx 25 MA(2)-MA(26), (MA(24) - MA(26) selects the FEP being 
accessed. These signals appear on the data bus positions 0-24.

R/W 1 Direction of transfer - l=Read FEP, 0=Write FEP - appears on 
data bus position 25.

TABLE 9. FBUS Addr-Cntl Field Breakdown

See the BEP/FEP ICD for further details about the interface protocol and timing.

Each FEP commanded reset, contained in a shared memory register on the FEP, is con
trolled by the BEP. Upon the release of the reset line, the FEP executes out of a shared 
(boot RAM) memory which the BEP is responsible for preloading. Commands and status 
are transferred via the interface. When the FEPs begin to take data, the FEP/BEP interface 
transfers event lists to the BEP.

A further breakdown of the FEP address space is detailed in the following section.
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2.2 Frontend Processors

As for the BEP, the “Mongoose” also forms the heart of the FEP (see Figure 8). Since the 
FEP is responsible for fast processing of the CCD bit map, a dedicated image memory 
area has been included, which is accessible by both the Mongoose and the frontend pixel 
processing hardware. A detailed description of all the hardware blocks follows.

CCD[0-9] - Data, Clock, Synch

Jl

DEA Video Interface
P-Bus Access Controller
Address Generator
Threshold Registers/Comparators

| P-Bus

i 1

Bias Map 
lKx lKx 12

Image Map
IK x IK x 12

Inst. Cache 
32K x 32

Data Cache 
32K x 32

BOF

CPU
Clock

MCLK
I-bus Dbus

Mongoose Mbus

Parlnt
Serrlnt

Intr Ser
Cont Cont

BEPInt Wdogtim

Reset
Control

BEPCmdRst

Storage Area for: 
Overclocks,
Parity & Threshold 

Planes
Processed Event Lists

Master Rst

BEP Slave
Interface Counter

to/from BEP 100 kHz 
TSClk & TSRst

FIGURE 8. FEP Overall Block Diagram

2.2.1 Functional Overview

The FEP is a frontend processor slice which services (for any one observation) one CCD. 
Digitized pixel data arrives at the rate of one 16-bit word/2.5 psec (12 bit pixel data + 4 bit 
pixel code). The FEP must process this data real-time, and reduce it to an event list, which 
is sent to the BEP. The FEP contains dedicated hardware which works in parallel to the 
software, filtering pixel data in order to relieve the load on the processor.
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2.2.2 Overall Description - Block Diagram

The FEP Overall Block Diagram (see Figure 8) shows the hardware blocks contained in 
each frontend processor. The core processor section and busses are identical to the BEP 
core. Both contain the “Mongoose”, clocked at ~10 MHz, instruction cache and data 
cache. A description of the Mongoose core is contained in Section 2.1; only differences 
will be mentioned in the description of the FEP.

The frontend processor performance is defined by its high-speed pixel processing hard
ware running in parallel with the Mongoose CPU. The frontend hardware operates on a 
pixel by pixel basis, scouting for potential events by determining threshold crossings.

2.2.2.1 Clock Circuitry

The FEP clock circuitry is identical to the BEP, except for the S/C Science Header Synch 
which exists only on the BEP. The FEPs do receive the 100 KHz timestamp clock (distrib
uted via the backplane) to drive the resident slave counters.

Each Mongoose core contains its own dedicated 20 MHz master clock (on the prototypes) 
or taps a distributed 19.2 MHz master clock (for the flight configuration). A clock delay 
circuit (delay proportional to FEP_ID), included on all the FEPs, is used when the distrib
uted clock is selected. This smooths out the AC demand on the power supply. (NOTE: 
Even though the clocks are generated centrally, the BEP and FEP are treated as asynchro
nous processors by the interface state machines. This is because of the relatively large 
delays inherent in the DPA clock distribution.

2.2.2.2 Reset Circuitry

FEP reset sources are: a power-on reset, a watchdog reset, a BEP controlled reset (and a 
pushbutton on the protoboards). Power-on is identical to the BEP version. The BEP con
trolled reset is contained in a BEP controlled read/write control register resident on the 
FEP.

Watchdog reset on the FEP automatically asserts FEPReset in the BEPtoFEP Command 
Register which holds the FEP in a reset state until cleared explicitly by the BEP. The BEP 
can read the FEP status register and check the watchdog reset status bit. It is up to the BEP 
to reload the FEP bootcode if necessary, and deassert the FEPReset when FEP restart is 

I desired. The BEP should also clear the WDOGRSTLAT on the FEP (see Table 12, “FEP 
I Status Register,” on page 38) in order to reenable further watchdog resets.

Appendix C: DPA Reset Grids outlines the effect of each type of FEP reset on the various 
| subsystems and signals.
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2.2.2.2.1 Overall Processor Memory Map

Physical
Address Bus Addressed Device/Memory Total Capacity/Coznments

“Soft" Boot ROM (r) EPSEL:
OxlFFF FFFF A BEV=1 exception vectors 128 KB - maps to virtual
OxlFCO 0000 BFC0 0180: general vector segment OxBFCO - OxBFFF

BFC0 0000: reset vector NOTE: This area is aliased
MicroBoot Word: BFFF FFFC with the Upper Bank of Bulk 

Memory (at base addr:
OxaOlOOOO)

0x1FBF FFFF External Debucr Board (Proc Tst I/Fl0xlF80 0000 M
BF98 0000 Dip Switch (Read) and

IOSEL:
maps to virtual segment

LEDs (Write) - low byte only 0xBF80 - OxBFBF
BF90 0000 Spare
BF88 0000 Spare
BF80 0000 Scratch RAM

(128K x 32 bank)
Internal to Maps to virtual segment
Mongoose M CSI subblock (r/w) 0xBF40 - 0xBF7F

MEMSEL:
0x0OFF FFFF

Image Memory
A080 0000 Pixel Image Array maps to virtual segment:

0xA080 - OxOAOFF0x0080 0000 P A0C0 0000 Pixel Bias Array Pixel Array: A0800000 to A09FFFFC
Bias Array: A0C00000 to A0DFFFFC

ImaaeMem Controller Registers
A040 1000 Image Control Reg.
A040 1004 Image Status Reg.
A040 1004 Image Pulse Reg.

0x0040 1FFF A040 100C Row Address Reg. MEMSEL:
0x0040 1000 A A040 1010 Video Chain TReg (4) base virtual segment base:

A040 1020 Video Chain SCntReg(4) 
A040 1030 Image Row Start Addr
A040 1034 CCD Row Start Addr
A040 1038 CCD Num Rows
A040 103C CCD Select

0xA040 1000

Bus/BulkMem Controller Registers
A040 0004 FEP StatusReg.

0x0040 0FFF A040 0004 FEP Pulse Reg. MEMSEL:
0x0040 0000 A040 0008 Bulk Mem Alloc. Reg. base virtual segment base:

A A040 000C BEPtoFEP Command Reg.
A040 0020 Latched Timestamp Reg.
A040 0024 Threshold Xing Cnt Reg.

0xA040

MEMSEL: 1.5MBytes
0x0017 FFFF maps to virtual segment:
0x0000 0000 A Bulk Memory OxAOOO - OxAOlF

Bulk Mem: A0000000 to A017FFFC
OxOFFF FFFF I Unused
0x000A 0000
0x0009 FFFF I Instruction Cache (X) 128 KB - maps to various vir
0x0008 0000 (r/w through CSI registers) tual address spaces
0x0007 FFFF D Unused
0x0002 0000
0x0001 FFFF D Data Cache (r/w) 128 KB - maps to various vir
0x0000 0000 tual address spaces

TABLE 10. FEP Memory Map
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2.2.23 Processor Core and Support

The processor core and bus structure differ from the BEP only in the size of the instruction 
cache. 128 KBytes of SRAM will be allocated for the FEP Instruction Cache and 128 
KBytes allocated for FEP Data Cache.

2.2.2.3.1 Bus Structure

The FEP contains the following busses:

I-Bus Instruction Cache Bus - 32 bits data & 20 bits address, word access only 

D-Bus Data Cache Bus - 32 bits data & 20 bits address, word access only

M-Bus Memory Bus - 32 bits data & 29 bits of address, byte or word access - houses M to A
buffers, and logic analyzer connectors

A-Bus Actel Bus (containing dedicated hardware registers) - Bulk Memory, Actel FPGAs and 
BEP I/F all connect directly to this bus

P-Bus Pixel Memory Bus - houses 24-bit FB Memory Modules containing the Image Pixel 
and Bias Maps.

The caches operate at 0 wait-state. Bulk memory (and FPGA resident hardware registers), 
which must be clocked through the A-bus arbiter (see section below), will require at mini
mum (depending on if the A-bus is already in use) of 1 wait state. The P-bus memory 
(pixel and bias maps) require more time in general since the hardware is constantly 
accessing this bus when data acquisition in enabled. Best case, a P-bus access will require 
~ 1 (is. (Parity plane read accesses, which require two extra clock cycles, will take about
1.2 |is.) During active acquisition of video data, hardware loading and bus arbitration 
overhead will likely bring the average access time up to 1.5 |is.

NOTE: The Mongoose CPU does not necessarily stall due to external bus wait states. It 
will progress to the next instruction if there is nothing in the code which requires the bus 
or the result of an in-progress data read.

2.2.2.3.2 Bus Arbiters

Each private bus on the FEP has its own dedicated and autonomous bus arbiter.

The A-bus arbiter assigns the following priorities:

(1) Pixel Processor Hardware (Parity, Threshold and Overclock Controller Logic)

(2) FEP CPU
(3) BEP CPU

The P-bus arbiter assigns the following priorities:

(1) Pixel Processor Hardware (Image Data writes, Bias Data reads)
(2) FEP CPU & BEP CPU (A-bus arbitor selects only one at a time).
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2.2.2.3.3 Interrupts

See the Mongoose ASIC Microcontroller Programming Guide for details regarding the 
Mongoose exceptions, interrupts, mask and cause registers. External interrupts directly 
fed to the FEP Mongoose are:

Source Mongoose Input Comments
BEPPF
BEPINT

InterruptO Latched by detection of interrupt from BEP. The
CPU can clear the BEP interrupt latch by pulsing 
the assocated bit in the FEP Pulse Register.

DEA Video Stream
BOFINT

Interruptl Latched by detection of a BOF (beginning of frame) 
in the DEA pixel data stream.The CPU can clear the 
BOF interrupt latch by pulsing the assocated bit in 
the Image Pulse Register.

DEA Sequencer 
SQERRINT

Interrupt2 Latched by detection of a DEA sequencer error 
(when a pixel code of F (hex) is received) in the DEA 
pixel data stream.The CPU can clear the SQERR
INT interrupt latch by pulsing the assocated bit in 
the Image Pulse Register.

Pixel Proc HW
PARERRINT

Interrupts Latched by detection of a Parity Error by the BIAS 
map parity detection circuitry. The CPU can clear 
the parity error latch by pulsing the assocated bit in 
the Image Pulse Register.

TABLE 11. FEP Interrupt Sources

2.2.2.3.4 External HW Registers

External HW registers allow the Mongoose to control and monitor status of the various 
HW subsystems. The FEP and Image Control Register contains read/writable bits; the 
FEP and Image Status Register contains read-only information; and the FEP and Image 
Pulse Register creates pulses which set or clear specific signals. Unless otherwise indi
cated, all FEP register bits are asserted high. For pulse register bits: writing a one to the 
specified bit location creates a pulse, writing a zero has no effect. Additional FEP resident 
registers have been provided to implement the FEP/BEP Interface, and the Pixel Processor 
setup and control. These are described below:
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2.2.2.3.4.1 FEP Status Register - R - Addr: A040 0004

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0-2 FEPID FEPID set by backplane slot

7 WDOGRSTLAT Reset Status Bit = 1 if last reset was initiated by the 
watchdog timer, 0 otherwise. The processor should 
explicitly reset this bit (via the FEP pulse register) after 
reading the status word.

TABLE 12. FEP Status Register

2.2.23.4.2 FEP Pulse Register - W - Addr: A040 0004

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0 CLRBEPINT Clears BEP Interrupt Latch (BEPTOFEPINTLAT)
i SPARE.PULSE Creates pulse driven onto DPA backplane (with no des

tination). (This used to be the FEP to BEP Interrupt.)
7 CLRWDOGRST Clears WDOGRSTLAT t in FEP Status Register

TABLE 13. FEP Pulse Register

2.2.2.3.4.3 Bulk Memory Segment Allocation Reg - R/W - Addr: A040 0008

Bit Location Field Name Comments
3-0 PPLNESEG[0-3] Page in Bulk Memory at which Bias Map Parity Plane is 

stored
7-3 TPLNESEGtO-3] Page in Bulk Memory at which Pixel Threshold Plane is 

stored.

11-9 OCLKSEGtO-2] Page in Bulk Memory at which Overclocks are stored.
TABLE 14. Bulk Memory Segment Allocation Register

The PPLNESEG and TPLNSEG map to Bulk Memory Address 17 - 20; the OCLKSEG maps to Bulk 
Memory Address 18 - 20. The segment pages map to bulk memory as follows:

Programmed
Segment

Base
Memory
Address

Programmed
Segment

Base
Memory
Address

Programmed
Segment

Base
Memory
Address

0 0A000 4 0A008 8 0A010

1 0A002 5 0A00A 9 0A012

2 0A004 6 0A00C A 0A014

3 0A006 7 0A00E B 0A016

TABLE 15. Bulk Memory Allocation Translation (Hexadecimal)

If a segment value is set at greater than OxB, no memory chip selects will be generated. If 
two segments are activated pointing to the same memory address, t-plane, p-plane or over
clock data may be corrupted.

Overclock segments consume two pages and are always programmed to an even nibble, 
regardless of how bit 8 is written.
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2.2.2.3.44 BEPtoFEP Command Register - RAV* - Addr: A040 000C

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0 BEPTOFEPInt Writing a one to this bit creates a pulse which sets a 

latch driving a dedicated BEPInt line. This latch can 
be cleared by writing to the FEP Pulse Register 
(CLRBEPINT).

1 FEPReset Holds the FEP reset line. By definition, the FEP will 
always see this bit as zero (deasserted).

TABLE 16. BEPtoFEP Command Register

* This register is read-only for the FEP, read-write for the BEP.

This register is writable and readable by the BEP in the BEP-FEPI/F shared memory area. 
The FEP can access this register in a read-only fashion.

2.2.2.3.4.5 Latched Timestamp - R - Addr: A040 0020

The latched timestamp of the FEP slave counter is readable follows:

31-25 24-0
unused Latched Timestamp Value

It is latched from the slave counter at the detection of a beginning of frame sent by the 
DEA sequencer.

2.2.2.3.4.6 Threshold Crossing Count Register - R - Addr: A040 0024

The threshold crossing counter is readable follows:

31-21 20-0
unused Threshold Count Value

The T-plane crossing counter (21 -bits) resets at the BOF pulse, and keeps a running count, 
for each exposure frame, of how many pixels have crossed the threshold. See Section 
2.2.2.5.3 describing the Pixel Filtering /Threshold Detect for further detail.
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2.2.2.3.4.7 Image Control Register - R/W -Addr: A040 1000

Bit Location Field Name Comments
3-0 UPDN(3:0) Determines the count direction of the four Video Chain 

(VC) Counters (part of the Pixel Processor Address Gen
erator). A mask, one bit per counter, determines 
whether the counter clocks up (0) or down (1). For exam
ple, when processing data from all four video chains, 
this field would normally be set to “A” hex, correspond
ing to VC A (-bit 0), up, VC B (-bit 1), down, VC C (-bit
2), up, VC D (-bit 3), down. Section 2.2.2.5.2 on page 45 
describes the address generator.

5-4 CNTMODE(1:0) Sets the number of video chain counters that the 
address generator uses to calculate the image address 
as follows:

00 - USE 1 (uses VC counter A)
01 - USE 2 (used VC counters A and B)
IX - USE 4 (a CNTMODE of 10 or 11)

6 PAREN Enables parity checking to effect the T-plane value 
computed by the Pixel Processing hardware.

7 BIASEN Enables the use of the Bias Map for determination of 
threshold crossings. If disabled (=0), a value of zero is 
substituted for the actual bias memory value for use in 
the pixel threshold determination. Section 2.2.2.5.3 on 
page 46 further describes this computation.

8 OCLOCKWENB Enables pixel processor writes into the overclock area. 
Disabling this HW function will make this section of 
bulk memory available for general purpose use.

9 TPLANWENB Enables pixel processor writes into the threshold plane. 
Disabling this HW function will make this section of 
bulk memory available for general purpose use.

15-12 VCINHIBIT(3:0) Selectively inhibits pixel processing for each and any of 
the four video chains. (Bit 12 masks video chain A; Bit
13, video chain B; bit 14, video chain C and bit 15, video 
chain D.) A setting of all zeros in this field enables all 
the chains. If any chain is set to a 1, valid pixels from 
this chain are treated by the pixel processor as NO-OPs. 
(This bit field defaults to deasserted (=0x0) upon reset.)

TABLE 17. Image Control Register

2.2.2.3.4.8 Image Status Register - R - Addr: A040 1004

Bit Location Field Name Comments

0 BOFINT BOF Interrupt line is latched and fed directly to the FEP 
Mongoose as an external interrupt (see Section 2.2.2.3.3). 
Cleared by pulsing the associated field in the Image Pulse 
Register. (Defaults to deasserted (=0) upon reset.)

1 SQERROR Sequencer Error - Latched by the HW on detection of a 
DEA sequencer error. Cleared by pulsing the associated 
field in the Image Pulse Register. Also drives an interrupt 
to the CPU. (Defaults to deasserted (=0) upon reset.)

TABLE 18. Image Status Register
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Bit Location Field Name Comments
2 PARERROR Parity Error - Latched by the HW on detection of a BIAS 

map parity error. Cleared by pulsing the associated field 
in the Image Pulse Register. Also drives an interrupt to 
the CPU. (Defaults to deasserted (=0) upon reset.)

3 NXTACQENB Feedback of corresponding pulse register bit (ARMNXT- 
ACQ). (Defaults to deasserted (=0) upon reset.)

TABLE 18. Image Status Register

2.2.2.3.4.9 Image Pulse Register - W - Addr: A0401004

Bit Location Field Name Comments
0 CLRBOFINT Clears BOF Interrupt Latch
1 CLRSEQERROR Clears Sequencer Error Latch
2 CLRPARERROR Clears Parity Error Latch
3 ARMNXTACQ Enables HW to capture next image; sampled on 

receipt of first valid pixel following a BOF pulse. 
Deasserted by the HW after it is sampled, it must 
be explicitly set by the CPU in order to enable next 
exposure image capture.

TABLE 19. Image Pulse Register

Other Image Processing Registers of interest:

2.2.2.3.4.10 Row Address Register - R - Addr: A040100C

The running row address of the pixel processor address generator:

31-11 10-0

unused Current Row Address

NOTE: Bit 10 is not used by the pixel processing hardware; it serves as a status bit, indi
cating to the CPU that the last row (of a 1024 row frame) has been received.

2.2.2.3.4.11 Threshold Registers - R/W - Addr: A040 1010

The four threshold registers, corresponding to the four video chains, appear as follows:

31-14 13-0

unused Threshold Value

The threshold value is represented in 2’s complement; the magnitude appears in bits 0-12, 
the sign in bit 13. When read back, the registers sign extend through 16 bits, so the thres
hold values appear as halfwords, aligned to longword boundaries.
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The Threshold Registers are located at:

Name -Video Chain Address
TREGA VC_A A0401010
TREGB VCJB A040 1014
TREGC VC_C A040 1018
TREGD VCJD A040 101C

2.2.2.3.4.12 StartCnt Registers - R/W - Addr: A040 1020

The four start counts, corresponding to the four video chain counters, appear as follows:

31-10 9-0
unused StartCount Value

Each start count register holds a 10-bit start count which is loaded into the corresponding 
video chain counter by the address generator (see Section 2.2.2.5.2 on page 45).

The StartCnt Registers are located at:

Name -Video Chain Address
SCNTA VC_A A040 1020
SCNTB VC_B A040 1024
SCNTC VC_C A040 1028
SCNTD VC_D A040 102C

2.2.2.3.4.13 Image Start Addr - R/W - Addr: A040 1030

The image start address register appears as follows:

31-10 9-0
unused Image Start Row Value

The image start address is a 10-bit value which determines where the address generator 
starts writing values into the image memory for each exposure. This address is loaded into 
the row address generator upon detection of VS (vertical synch).

2.2.2.3.4.14 CCD Start Addr - R/W - Addr: A0401034

The CCD start address register appears as follows:

31-10 9-0
unused CCD Start Row Value
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The CCD start address is a 10-bit value which determines how many rows, if any, of a 
CCD image frame that the address generator should skip before enabling active image 
acquisition.

2.2.2.3.4.15 CCD Num Rows - R/W - Addr: A0401038

The CCD number of rows register appears as follows:

31-10 9-0
unused CCD Number of Rows Value

The CCD number of rows is a 10-bit value which determines how many rows of a CCD 
image frame are included in the active image frame. The counter is activated upon the 
detection by the address generator of an active window.

(For no hardware windowing, the Image Start Addr and the CCD Start would be set to 0, 
while the CCD Num Rows would be set to 3FFx.)

2.2.2.3.4.16 CCD Select - R/W - Addr: A040103C

The CCD Select register appears as follows:

31-4 3-0
unused Active CCD Select

Active CCD select: values 0 through 9 select one of the 10 CCD inputs driven by the 
DEA. Values A hex -F hex effectively disable image acquisition. (The default reset value 
for this register is OxF.)

NOTE: On any write to this register, the hardware inserts a “guardband” on all the enable 
signals in order to prevent bus contention. This register should therefore not be written to 
while pixel data acquisition is in progress. (Even writing back the same CCD Select as 
was previously written will cause the guardband.) In general the CCD Select field should 
be written at start-up, and never during a science run. Reads do not have this effect.

For more information on the above registers, see Section 2.2.2.5 describing the Pixel Pro
cessing Hardware.

2.2.2.4 FEP Slave Counters

A 25-bit counter, clocked by TSClk (100 KHz), is loaded into a latch upon receipt of a 
BOF pulse from the DEA over the video interface. The counter and latch are provided in 
order to timestamp CCD data on an exposure by exposure basis. The counter clear pulse is 
provided by the BEP, broadcast to the FEP counters approximately every 5 minutes. (See 
Section 2.1.2.8.1 on page 29 on the Master Timestamp Counter resident on the BEP.)

The latched BOF timestamp is readable by the FEP CPU.
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2.2.2.S Pixel Processing Hardware

The pixel processing hardware operates on and compiles information about the incoming 
video data. It works in tandem with and is controlled by the frontend processor. The 
requirement is that both the frontend processor and the frontend hardware detect events 
over the 1024 x 1024 x 12 bit pixel array at a 2.67 second exposure rate. In order to meet 
this requirement with a comfortable margin for the Mongoose, the frontend hardware 
detects “threshold crossings”.

All pixel processing memory except for the Bit Map and Bias Map (due to density limita
tions) will be high grade RAD-HARD SRAM. Figure 9 shows an overview of the pixel 
processing hardware.

Serialized Pixel Data Stream

All pixel processing memory and registers are 
mapped (read/write) into the Mongoose address space.

FIGURE 9. Pixel Processing Hardware
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2.2.2.5.1 CCD Data Interface

Three lines are driven by the DEA for each CCD (DEA subsystem) I/F:

Signal Name 
PIXCLK 

PIXDAT 

PIXSYNCH

Description
6.4 MHz Pixel Clock

Pixel Data, synch to PIXCLK, 16 bits/pixel 

Pixel Synch - 0.156 |isec pulse every pixel

The DEA always outputs pixels as 12-bit words; each 12-bit word is associated with a 4- 
bit “pixel-code” which is shifted out along with the pixel value. See the DPA/DEA Inter
face Control document for more detail.

Ten separate taps (each consisting of the 3 signals listed above) for CCD data exist on 
each FEP. The CCD selection is determined by an CCDSEL register command, accessed 
in the FEP/BEP shared memory/register area.

The DPA receives the serial pixel word and latches it into a 12-bit parallel register, the 
pixel code is latched into a four bit register. It then directs the pixel to the various HW sub
systems which operate on it (thresholder, address generator and bit-map controller).

Pixel Codes are programmed into the DEA sequencer. (See the DPA/DPAICD for further 
details.) Pixel codes used by the DEA/FEP are:

Hex Value Pixel Code

2.2.2.5.2 Address Generator

The address generator incorporates hardware to reorder the four intermixed chains of 
video data produced by the DEA. The incoming pixel data per row (with all four video 
chains active) arrives in the following order:

Pixel Num: 0 511 512 1023 1 510 513 1022 ...

Video Chain ABCDABCD —

As can be seen two video chains count up and two count down. This pattern repeats for the 
entire image with a new row beginning every 1024 pixels. Since images will always be 
composed of some programmed number of complete rows, the address generator can 
synch the video chains to the correct counters.

0x0

0x3

0x4

0x8

OxC

NO-OP - no operation, has no effect 

Valid Pixel

Horizontal Synch - beginning of row 

Vertical Synch - beginning of frame 

Overclock Value
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The address generator maps each pixel to a linear address, correlating the four video 
chains to the image bitmap. (No x-y address need be known at the hardware level.) The 
Im_Addr is also broadcast to the Bias Map and the threshold detector (see below) and is 
readable by the CPU (memory mapped into M-bus space).

In some cases the DEA subsystem will be operating with only two active video chains. To 
achieve the flexibility necessary to handle this (and other) scenarios, the address generator 
contains four separate video chain (VC) counters, each of which can be programmed to 
count up or down, and each of which is loaded with a programmable start-count at the 
beginning of frame (BOF). Additionally, each video chain can be selectively masked via 
the VCINHIBIT field in the Image Control Register.

For each image collected, the start row is programmable via a FEP image processing reg
ister. This allows for arbitrary sub-image collection into various rows within the bit map. 
It also adds an additional level of fault tolerance so that the flight software could map 
around bad memory cells. The Image Start Addr can align with any row in the image/bias 
map, but the image and bias map pixel indices must always be identical (they use the same 
address generation circuitry).

The image collection with respect to the incoming CCD data can also be adjusted using 
the two registers CCD Start Row and CCD Num Rows. These registers determine when, 
relative to the incoming pixel stream, image data storage occurs. For instance if CCD Start 
Row is 10, the FEP would drop the first 10 rows of the incoming data stream and begin 
storage at the 11th transmitted row, storing the number of rows indicated in CCD Num 
Rows. Image Start Address is autonomous from the CCD Start Row.

NOTE: HW windowing and image position parameters within the image and bias maps 
are determined to a minimum granularity of whole image rows. All registers reflect row 
counts. The registers are sampled by the HW and used to reload windowing counters and 
state machines at the occurrence of a vertical synch (beginning of frame).

2.2.2.5.3 Pixel Filtering /Threshold Detect

The function of the threshold detect is to compare the incoming pixel with a set data value 
and compile the results of the comparisons into a format which the Mongoose can scan 
rapidly. The pixel processing HW stores the threshold crossings in a “threshold plane” 
which marks one bit per pixel. The “t-plane” is then read out 32 bits at a time, by the Mon
goose, which compares with zero in a fast loop to find candidate events.

There are four (12 bit) threshold registers, each representing an analog chain resident in 
the DEA. The threshold value in the register may also contain a component uplinked on a 
per observation basis, which is used to determine the event-accept floor.

The threshold registers (a signed two’s complement value) are loaded by the Mongoose 
processor (on a per exposure or multiple exposure basis). The electronic noise component
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is computed from the overclock values obtained from previous image capture. As the scan 
progresses, the local threshold register is indexed based on the current image address.

Im_Addr

FIGURE 10. Threshold Detect Hardware

HW thresholding can be controlled by the software by disabling the use of the bias map 
(via control register bits) and/or setting the threshold registers explicitly to zero. Flexibil
ity is there to override the hardware or to choose different algorithms for determining what 
actually gets loaded into the bias map and threshold registers.

NOTE: Since parity plane reads and threshold plane writes occur on groups of 32 pixels, 
all partial row accesses should be built from 32 pixel-grids. This assures that the hardware 
will write the t-plane and read the parity plane for all the pixels at the boundaries.

To assure correct t-plane grid write operations, partial rows should always be sized in units 
of 32-bit grids for each video chain. (In 4-chain mode, the total number of pixels should be 
a multiple of 128 pixels.) At least one pixel code should be inserted following the last 
valid pixel of a row and the subsequent synch (VS - beginning of frame or HS (horizontal 
synch) - beginning of row). The overclocks could be assigned to this position, or alterna
tively a NO-OP.
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2.2.2.5A Image Memory

Image Memory (both pixel and bias map) is composed of 24 256K X 4 SRAMs, packaged 
in two 1 M x 12 microchip modules (FB_MCMs). The technology is bulk CMOS (Micron 
die), which have shown total dose ratings on the order of 25 to 30 KRADs. The module 
package shielding, augmented by additional protection of the SIM and the DPA enclosure, 
provides sufficient total dose protection for the die. The expected on-orbit single event 
upset rate is between 1 bit and 100 bits/frame buffer/day.

The memory, (all r/w by the Mongoose) located on the P-bus, is arranged as shown below:

DataBits
16-27

DataBits / 
0-11 f—

lower half of FB MCMs

DataBits

0-11

Biasn+i

/

Bias/z
MCM2

MCM1

upper half of FB_MCMs

FIGURE 11. Image Memory Architecture

Every pixel (2.5 (is), the hardware writes a word into the pixel map, and reads a word from 
the bias map. The P-bus arbiter allows the FEP and BEP CPUs access to the P-Bus area at 
a lower priority than the hardware, which loads the P-bus at a maximum of 20%. Every 32 
pixels (80 |ls), the hardware requests A-bus bulk memory access in order to write the 
threshold word and read the parity plane word.

2.2.2.S.5 Bias Map Parity Detection

In order to detect SEUs which might corrupt the bias map, a “parity plane” can be set 
aside in the bulk memory area. The parity plane is read-only to the HW, and its purpose is 
to monitor the integrity of an established bias map and to prohibit corrupted bias locations 
from causing superfluous T-plane tagging.

A 32K x 32 area is inserted into M-bus space by the CPU as part of the bias map genera
tion process. In order to activate parity checking, the PPLANENB bit must be set in the FEP 
control register. The CPU must also set the location in M-bus bulk memory by writing to 
the P-Plane Start Addr register, and compute the initial parity values as it generates the 
bias map. Odd parity is used. The BIAS map word appears as follows:

15 14 13 12 11.......................................... 0

PE PBL PBC Unused. -set to 0 Bias Map Data
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where PE is the parity error computed by the HW, PBL is the parity bit read from the par
ity plane, and PBC is the parity bit computed by the HW. Note that PE is just the exclu- 
sive-OR of PBL and PBC.

Note: this requires the hardware to perform two reads on two different busses as well as a 
parity computation, in order to supply the CPU with a parity word. (A longword read pro
duces two back to back 16-bit bias words as shown above.)

The pixel processing HW reads out the bias map as each associated pixel arrives, checks 
parity (if the PAREN bit in the Image Control Register is set) and if an error is detected:

sets a parity error latch which is fed to an external CPU interrupt; it is readable and 
resettable by the CPU; and

marks the associated pixel in the T-plane as a threshold crossing.

The software further marks the parity bias error by setting the bias map value to OxFFE, 
effectively turning the corrupted location into a bad pixel (see below).

2.2.2.5.6 Bad Pixel Map

The bad pixel maps, based on ongoing CCD data analysis, are uploaded by the ground and 
(one for each of the ten CCDs) are maintained by BEP. (The BEP instruction cache area, 
which offers protection from both SEUs and a “run-away” CPU, provides long-term stor
age for the bad pixel maps.) At the beginning of an observation, first the bias computation 
is performed and the bias map accumulated. The bad pixels are then overlayed onto the 
bias map (as FFF hex), in effect eliminating these pixels from candidate event status. 
Lastly, the bias map parity plane (if enabled) is prepared by the FEP CPU.

2.2.2.5.7 Overclock Storage

The overclock subsystem provides for up to 256 Kbytes of M-bus memory for overclock 
storage. This allows for 128 K overclock words per frame. The pixel code (OxC for over
clocks) tags each active pixel as either an overclock value or image pixel.

The overclock storage address is a combination of the preprogrammed overclock segment 
page (determining the bulk memory segment into which overclocks are written) and an 
overclock index counter. Overclocks are therefore written into bulk memory (two at a 
time) in the order in which they are received over the DEA-DPA interface. At the detec
tion of a BOF, the hardware loads the overclock segment, and clears the overclock index 
counter. The stored overclock data is processed on a frame-by-frame basis by the Mon
goose and can be used to determine thresholds for future images.

Writes of overclocks can be disabled by clearing OCLOCKWENB in the FEP Control 
Register. Note that overclock writes are not linked to image frame disables or CCD 
(address generator) windowing.
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2.2.2.6 BEP Interface

The frontend processors are slave processors, and can be held in a reset state by the BEP. 
The BEP can request, via FEP resident arbitration HW, and access all of the FEPs’ M-bus, 
A-bus and P-bus memory, as well as the shared registers. See “FEP Interface” on page 31 
and Section 2.2.2.3.4 on page 37 (section on shared FEP-BEP registers) for a more 
detailed description of the Frontend/Backend I/F.
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2.3 Power Subsystem

2.3.1 PSMC Interface

Power is gated and regulated from the S/C 28 Volt bus by the LMA Power Supply 
(PSMC). The 5 volt levels are cabled over separately and fed into separately to the DPA. 
(Supply A feeds BEP_A and 3 FEPs; Supply B feeds BEP_B and 3 FEPs). During normal 

| operation both 5 V supplies will be on.

28 V. LMA Power Supply 

S/C Bus
DC to DC 1 N.converter 1 *

1
DC to DC

1
i N.

converter S

A
PSMC

+5 B

DPA

BEP_A
FEP_0, FEP_1, FEP_2 

BEP_B
FEP_3, FEP_4, FEP_5

i--------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------------------- 1

Pulse Control ON/OFF ^ 
from RCTU-------------------1

FIGURE 12. PSMC Interface

Input power switching is controlled via commands sent via the RCTU to the LMA Power 
Supply, which allows for either or both +5_A and +5_B to be energized. Power supply sta
tus (see IP&CL or associated PSMC specification for further details) is available via the 
PSMC housekeeping telemetry stream.

2.3.2 Internal DPA Power Distribution

Bus isolation of the A and B supplies is maintained within the DPA. BEP_A always taps 
off +5_A while BEP_B always uses +5_B. The selection of the active BEP is done via the 
HW command port (see Table 6, “HW Serial Command Port,” on page 25). The unse
lected BEP’s CPU is held in a reset state and its external interface drivers are disabled.
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Figure 13 shows the internal DPA power distribution. FEPs 0,1 and 2 receive the A sup
ply; FEPs 3,4 and 5 receive the B supply. A solid state switch which is controlled by 
either BEP (a wire-OR function) drives the base of the pass transistor.

FIGURE 13. Internal DPA Power Distribution

The FEP resident solid state switch turn-on time is on the order of 1 ms. A FEP (each 
switch load) draws approximately 1.5 A. during normal operation, and slightly less at 
turn-on (while booting, rather than intensive event processing).

The switch controls (SC) is a transistor implemented wire-OR, which is driven by an LS 
family gate resident on the BEP. For the detailed implementation, see the Schematic for 
the Frontend Processor (drawing number 36-03002.02).

Upon power up, all FEP power-on controls default to deasserted. (Commanded reset and 
watchdog reset have no effect on the FEP power-on control bits.) When the DPA is 
switched on, the BEP is powered-on, drawing approximately 1 A., which provides the 
minimum load required by the PSMC.

The DPA forwards three versions of the 100 KHz ADC clock to each +5 supply for syn
chronization. (BEP_A drives the synch lines to +5_A; BEP_B drives the synch lines to 
+5_B.) Each BEP independently drives the ADC clock, however the deselected BEP 
sends a clock which is derived from the selected BEP’s master oscillator. So if the A and B 
supplies are simultaneously on, they will be synchronized to each other. If a BEP is pow- 

| ered off, the synch clocks will not be driven, in which case the PSMC will revert to its 
internal synch clock.
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Appendix A: Interfaces

DPA INTERFACE SUMMARY:

This listing is provided as a functional breakdown of the DPA to external (non-MIT) inter
faces. Returns and shields are not shown. For a more detailed view of the DPA wiring, see 
the ACIS Cable Interconnect Diagram (Drawing Number 36-030020.01). See the DPA/ 
DEAICD for a more detailed view of the DPA/DEA interfaces.

Discrete Telemetry (from DPA):

Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPASrc S/CDest

BiLevel Telemetry[0-7] Pseudo-discrete status

Bits 0-3 are the Software 
BiLevels

Bits 4-7 are the Hardware 
BiLevels, defined as follows:

BIT 4: BEPID
BIT 5: CPURST
BIT 6: FIFO Full
BIT 7: FIFO Empty

Bilevel Telemetry BEPs

Active 
BEP 

drives 
the eight 
BiLevels

RCTU

Serial Digital Telemetry: cross-strapped to/from two (redundant) RCTUs

Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPA S/C

Clock - Side A Driven by RCTU Telemetry Clock BEP_A RCTU

Clock- Side B Driven by RCTU Telemetry Clock BEP_B RCTU
Enable - Side A Driven by RCTU Telemetry Enable BEP_A RCTU

Enable - Side B Driven by RCTU Telemetry Enable BEP_B RCTU

Data - Side A Driven by both BEPs Telemetry Data BEPs RCTU

Data - Side B Driven by both BEPs Telemetry Data BEPs RCTU

Serial Digital Commands: cross-strapped from two (redundant) RCTUs

Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPA S/C
Clock_SW - Side A Driven by RCTU SC Clock BEP_A RCTU

Clock_SW - Side B Driven by RCTU SC Clock BEP_B RCTU

Enable_SW - Side A Driven by RCTU SC Enable BEP_A RCTU

Enable_SW - Side B Driven by RCTU SC Enable BEP_B RCTU

Data_SW - Side A Driven by RCTU SC Data BEP_A RCTU
Data_SW - Side B Driven by RCTU SC Data BEP_B RCTU
Clock_HW - Side A Driven by RCTU RT Clock BEP_A RCTU

Clock_HW - Side B Driven by RCTU RT Clock BEP_B RCTU

Enable.HW - Side A Driven by RCTU RT Enable BEP_A RCTU

Enable_HW - Side B Driven by RCTU RT Enable BEP_B RCTU
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Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPA S/C
Data_HW - Side A Driven by RCTU RTData BEP_A RCTU
DataJHW - Side B Driven by RCTU RTData BEP_B RCTU

Analog Telemetry: cross-strapped to two (redundant) RCTUs

Signal Description Signal Type DPA S/C
DPA Temperature: -Z wall Passive Analog DPA RCTU
DPA Temperature: -Y wall Passive Analog DPA RCTU

Support Struct. Temp.: +Y wall Passive Analog wired to DEA via DPA harness RCTU

Support Struct. Temp.: -Y wall Passive Analog wired to DEA via DPA harness RCTU
DEA Temperature: -Z wall Passive Analog wired to DEA via DPA harness RCTU

Clocks and Synchs: cross-strapped from two (redundant) RCTUs or IUs

Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPA Dest S/C Sre

Science Header Synch - Side A Driven by IU 2.05 sec period BEP_A IU
Science Header Synch - Side B Driven by IU 2.05 sec period BEP_B IU

1 MHz Clock-Side A* Driven by IU 1.024 MHz BEP_A IU

1 MHz Clock- Side B* Driven by IU 1.024 MHz BEP_B IU

* 1 MHz clock is no longer used by the DPA

Power Supply I/O:

Signal Description Comments Signal Type DPA S/C

+5_A Driven by PSMC 5 Volt Supply BEP_A and 
FEPs0-2

PSMC

+5_B Driven by PSMC 5 Volt Supply BEP_B and 
FEPs 3-5

PSMC

Synch01_A Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEP_A PSMC

Synch02_A Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEP_A PSMC

Synch03_A Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEP_A PSMC

Synch01_B Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEP_B PSMC

Synch02_B Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEP_B PSMC

Synch03_B Driven by DPA 100 KHz Clock BEPJ3 PSMC
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DPA INTERFACES:

BEP-FEP - unless otherwise noted, all BEP-FEP interfaces are implemented with LS fam
ily gates or a current limited CMOS receiver. See the BEP-FEP ICD.

BEP and FEP - PEA - See the DPA-DEA ICD.

RCTU - See the RCTU Users Guide and the ACIS Input to the RCTU Interface (Drawing 
Number 36-02206).

PSMC - The Synch (100 KHz) are driven by AC logic family drivers with a 62 ohm series 
resistor. The power rails drive a switched capacitive load (about 2000 pF when all boards 
are switched in).
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Appendix B: Processor Memory - Size & Margins

Memory Bank Estimated Usage Allocated Margin
Boot + Flight Nonvolatile 
Memory (FEPs and BEPs)a

500 KB (Flight)
20 KB (Boot)

1024 KB 100%

Instruction RAM (BEP) 300 KB 512 KB 70%
Data RAM (BEP) 128 KB 256 KB 100%
Instruction RAM (FEP) 64 KB 128 KB 100%
Data RAM (FEP) 64 KB 128 KB 100%

a. Boot ROM and Flight ROM are contained in the BEP Nonvolatile memory, one copy on each 
BEP.
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Appendix C: DPA Reset Grids

The following tables describe the default reset actions/signal levels for the DPA processor 
boards. The table shows the effect of the various reset signals (shown at the top row) on 
the entities listed in the following rows. If an item is not mentioned, assume it is undefined 
at reset.

BEP RESET GRID:

BEP Subsystem/Signal
Power-On

(Pulse)
Commanded

(Level)
Watchdog

(Pulse)
HW Command Decode Subsystem Yes No No
SW Command Decode Subsystem Yes Yes Yes
Telemetry Subsystem Yes No No
SW_BLT(0-3) 0x0 no effect no effect
FEPPOW(0-5) deasserts no effect no effect
All BEP interrupts deasserts deasserts deasserts
DEACMDBUSY & DEASTATRDY deasserts deasserts deasserts
DNLKTRENB deasserts deasserts deasserts
UPLKENB deasserts deasserts deasserts
SHSYNCHLAT = 0 no effect no effect
FIFORST Yes No No
DEARST No No No
Boot Modifier Bit = 0 no effect no effect
Warm Boot Bit = 0 no effect no effect
Radiation Mon Bit = 0 no effect no effect
Watchdog Reset Status Bit = 0 =0 =1
Commanded Reset Status Bit = 0 =1 =0
Commanded Reset Control Bit = 0 =1 (asserts 

level)
no effect

SW_BLT mode = 0
(Normal Mode)

no effect no effect

BEPSEL =0
(BEP_A

selected)

no effect no effect

NOTE: YES -> Full Reset Occurs; NO-> no reset occurs
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NOTE: An FEP watchdog reset sets the BEP commanded reset. 

PEP RESET GRID:

FEP Subsystem/Signal
Power-On

(Pulse)

BEP
Commanded

(Level)
Watchdog

(Pulse)
BEP Commanded Reset sets to 1 

(asserted)
sets to 1 

(asserted)
sets to 1 

(asserted)
Watchdog Reset Status Bit = 0 =0 =1
Pixel Processor - State Machines 

and Write Enables
deasserted deasserted

All FEP Interrupts deasserted deasserted
Bus Arbiters reset Pulse jams state machines into 

IDLE mode. Arbiters remain 
active during level reset assertion
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